
As populations grow, the pressure to construct ever-taller buildings to 
provide accommodation and offices increases, some object to such 
development due to the social and physical dangers. Do you agree with 
such an abjection?

With growth of population and migration of people from small cities and 
villages to big cities/megalapolis, one of the biggest issues in front 
offacing authorities has been settlement of people and accommodation. 
Building new houses and apartments, however, in many regions 
overpopulation of the crowd has resulted in shortage of land around the 
world such as in Japan. As a result, taller buildings werewas the only 
solution. Nowadays we witnessed skyscrapers around the world with 
different shapes and heights which are applied as trade centers or 
people’s settlements. Though these tall architectures solve the problem  
of land shortage, some believe that , these tall structures have physical 
and social dangers. Personally speaking, I agree with them for a couple 
of reasons.
the First and foremost point  is the concept of ocular beauty. Compare a 
huge crowded city with hundreds if of tall skyscrapers everywhere with 
a town with beautiful two-floor storey houses, where trees and flowers 
are the attractive features of it. How enjoyable it would be when you 
walk in green streets, ; you can watch scenic landscapes of mountains 
and big gardens with singing birds rather than gloomy pictures of tall 
apartments with dark colors . Moreover, such living in such an 
environment may result in spiritual illness, that is why one if of the 
suggestions to depressed people is going to nature , far from the city to 
amuse life themselves in a calm and peaceful place.
Another influential point which mega cities are involved in nowadays is 
air polution, this is the result of many different factors,. However, tall 
buildings is are one of the most important ones. In locations where a 
city is surrounded by mountains and there are a lot of skyscrapers, the 
amount of pollution is high, because these structures are an obstacle 
against wind, .therefore, the current of the stream Of wind would not 
occur and pollution of cars’ fuel and  big factories stays in the 



atmosphere for a long time, consequently level of carbon dioxide would 
increase. In other words, the high rate of toxic gasses leads in to rising 
rates of sicknesses such as cancer and heart attack, problems which as 
are really common these days and doctors’ advice is leaving cities and 
staying in smaller towns with clean weather. 

All in all, there are some undeniable advantages into in building tall 
structures everywhere,. problems such areas with an ugly face, meaning 
where someone looks there is iron, stone and cement and such picture 
is seen everyday would make people bored. Additionally, there is are 
issues related to pollution which governments are obsessed with; 
environmental and climate l problems  are among those issues which 
are costly, both in the number of ill people and the amount of money 
which is dedicated by governments for such problems. 
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